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MEMORANDUM 
 

 

 
 

To: Salt Lake City Planning Commission 
 
From:  Doug Dansie, doug.dansie@slcgov.com, 801 535-6182 
  Molly O’Neill Robinson, molly.robinson@slcgov.com, 801 535-7261 
 
Date: August 23, 2017 
 
Re: Worksession for Block 67: 115 S 300 W, 131 S 300 W, and 230 W 200 S 
 Planned Development (PLNPCM2017-00419) 

Zoning Map Amendment (PLNPCM2017-00420) 
Design Review (PLNPCM2017-00448) 
Conditional use for Commercial Parking (PLNSUB2017-00418)  

 
ACTION REQUIRED:  Discuss the proposed development and identify any issues or concerns with 

the applicant’s current plans as they relate to the applicable standards. 
 
RECOMMENDATION:  None 
  
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION: 
Staff recommended that the Block 67 project applicants present their project to the Planning 

Commission in a work session format so that potential issues can be identified prior to a decision. 

This work session is intended to obtain preliminary input from the Planning Commission on how the 

development proposal is or is not complying with the applicable development standards. This memo 

briefly outlines the development proposal, the associated standards of review, and community and 

Planning staff concerns.  

 

Development Description  

The Richie Group (“Applicant”) is seeking to develop 6.45 acres in downtown for a mixed-use project 

that includes 656 apartments in multiple buildings, a 271-key hotel, and an office tower. The site is 

located southeast of the Vivint SmartHome Arena and southwest of the Salt Palace on the block 

bounded by 100 S, 200 W, 200 S, and 300 W, known as Block 67. The applicant envisions the project 

as an entertainment district that links the activities of the Arena and the Gateway to the Central 

Business District. 

 
 

mailto:doug.dansie@slcgov.com
mailto:molly.robinson@slcgov.com
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Planning Processes Required 

The applicant is requesting multiple approvals from the Planning Commission: 

• Planned Development for multiple buildings on a single property and 5’ additional feet in 

height for the hotel building; 

• Design Review for building heights exceeding the 75’ threshold and other design standard 

modifications; 

• Conditional Use for a commercial parking structure at 131 S 300 W; and  

• Zoning Map Amendment (rezone) from D-4 Downtown Secondary Business District to D-

1 Central Business District for a portion of the site (location of the Royal Wood Plaza/U.S. 

Post Office). This represents an increase in allowed density and building height for this 

location. The Planning Commission will consider if this change is compatible with the 

Downtown Community Plan and make a recommendation to City Council. There is no 

master plan amendment, as the Downtown Plan’s identifies change differently than future 

land use maps in other master plans; it does not detail zoning on a parcel-by-parcel basis. 

 
Community and Planning Staff Input 
The applicant submitted plans for review in late June. The Planning Division has been reviewing the 

plans for compliance with the applicable standards in the base D-4 zone, Planned Development 

section, and Conditional Building and Site Design Review section. The Division provided the 

developer with some initial review comments about the development’s compliance with some of those 

standards. At the same time, the Downtown Community Council, Downtown Alliance, and other 

members of the public have been providing comments to staff about their concerns with the proposal.  

An open house was held at the City & County Building on July 20th. Some comments heard from the 

public at the open house, in phone calls, and other meetings included: 
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 Appreciation for the overall architectural style of the buildings 

 Concerns about building height being too tall and not stepping down appropriately from the 
Central Business District 

 Impacts of building height on low-rise historic structures on adjacent properties. 

 Impacts of vehicular traffic and access on 100 S on the Japanese-American community’s 
ability to host semi-annual events for which closing the roadway to traffic is requested. 

 Concerns about cultural context and sensitivity to the remaining examples of historic 
Japantown. 

 Questions about potential traffic impacts. 

 Questions about proximity of an alcohol establishment to a church given the new state law 
 

After reviewing the original plans, the Planning Division identified concerns generally related to the 

pedestrian and transit orientation of the development as required by the associated zoning, CBSDR, 

and PD standards. These included concerns about: 

 Incomplete information about glazing at the ground level 

 Limited pedestrian access points on the apartment building on 300 W and 100 S 

 Incomplete information on service access and associated design 

 Incomplete information on signage and lighting 

 Paving patterns on private property that extend into the public sidewalk 

 Flat-roof structures that do not make distinctive contributions to the skyline (more design 

detail information needed). 

Additionally, there were concerns about pedestrian connectivity through the development, in 

particular about ensuring that there is a sufficient density of windows and active entrances to ensure a 

vibrant entertainment district in compliance with the Downtown Community Plan and the applicant’s 

vision.  

 

Updated Plans and Standards of Review 

The applicant is in the process of updating their plans in response to preliminary input from the 

community and Planning staff. Those updated plans are forthcoming. Original development plans are 

included in Attachment D. Due to the ongoing updates to the plans, staff has not provided a thorough 

evaluation of the proposal in this memo. However, the below attachments include the standards of 

review and initial assessment of the Planning Division.  

Planning staff generally does not have concerns with the proposal’s compliance with the majority of 

the Planned Development standards that generally deal with compatibility with surrounding 

development. This is a development in a high-intensity mixed use area that is not near low scale 

residential uses that would generally cause compatibility concerns. Staff believes that it would be most 

useful for the Commission to focus on the Conditional Building and Site Design Review Standards as 

they relate to the development. 

Planning staff generally does not have concerns with additional height for an office tower in the 

southeast corner of the block (area requested for a rezone to D-1), however, full rezone to D-1 enables 

development of a tower up to 375’ without design review. The Planning Commission may wish to 

explore other avenues for additional height, including extending the “Additional Permitted Height 
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Location” (overlay) intended for the convention center hotel, which would enable heights up to 375’ 

with design review. Given the prominence of an office tower at this location (set apart from the CBD 

by the low-rise Salt Palace), this option may provide the Planning Commission with greater oversight. 

Planning staff does not have concerns with the Conditional Use for a commercial parking structure. 

 

ATTACHMENTS:  

A. Conditional Building and Site Design Review Standards Table  

B. Planned Development Standards Table 

C. Downtown Secondary Central Business District (D-4) Zoning Standards 

D. Original Development Plans  

E. Public Comments  
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ATTACHMENT A: Conditional Building and Site Design Review Standards 

 

21a.59.060:  Standards for Design Review: In addition to standards provided in other sections of 
this title for specific types of approval, the following standards shall be applied to all applications for design 
review: 

Standard Finding Rationale 
A. Development shall be primarily oriented to the 

street, not an interior courtyard or parking lot. 

 

Partial Block A Residential building’s only entrances are from 

the newly created private mid-block street/plaza. No 

pedestrian access off 300 W or 100 S in approximately 

200 ft of street frontage. Outdoor dining proposed 

along mid-block street/plaza, which is oriented 

southwest towards 300 W. Only one door directly 

fronting 300 W in approximately 300 ft of street 

frontage. 

 

Block B Hotel entry and loading is off 300 W. Other 

retail and hotel entries are off the private mid-block 

street. 

 

Portions of Block C Residential building (north) has no 

access from a main street and is accessed off the private 

mid-block street only. (application does not include 

CBSDR for Block C or Block D). 

 

Overall, project is inwardly focused. 

B. Primary access shall be oriented to 

the pedestrian and mass transit. 

 

Incomplete Mid-block street is oriented to the pedestrian. Some 

landscape interest provided along 300 W.  

 

Project narrative does not address transit orientation. 

C. Building facades shall include detailing and 

glass in sufficient quantities to facilitate 

pedestrian interest and interaction. 

Incomplete Glazing quantities unknown/not specified. 

D. Architectural detailing shall be included on the 

ground floor to emphasize the pedestrian level of 

the building. 

Incomplete Wood cladding, sealed concrete, exposed steel, and 

masonry is proposed for ground-level architectural 

detailing (insufficient information provided). 

E. Parking lots shall be appropriately screened 

and landscaped to minimize their impact on 

adjacent neighborhoods. Parking lot lighting shall 

be shielded to eliminate excessive glare or light 

into adjacent neighborhoods. 

Complies No parking lots proposed. 

F. Parking and on site circulation shall be 

provided with an emphasis on making safe 

pedestrian connections to the street or other 

pedestrian facilities. 

? Transportation review needed. 

G. Dumpsters and loading docks shall be 

appropriately screened or located within the 

structure. 

Incomplete Garage and loading access should be setback/recessed 

from the primary building wall. 

 

Screening/visibility from the street unknown. Door? 

H. Signage shall emphasize the pedestrian/mass 

transit orientation. 

Incomplete Sign package needed. 

I. Lighting shall meet the lighting levels and 

design requirements set forth in chapter 4 of the 

Salt Lake City lighting master plan dated May 

2006. 

Incomplete  Lighting packing needed. 

http://www.sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/?ft=2&find=4
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J. Streetscape improvements shall be provided as 

follows: 

1. One street tree chosen from the street tree 

list consistent with the city's urban forestry 

guidelines and with the approval of the city's 

urban forester shall be placed for each thirty 

feet (30') of property frontage on a street. 

Existing street trees removed as the result of 

a development project shall be replaced by 

the developer with trees approved by the 

city's urban forester. 

 

2. Landscaping material shall be selected 

that will assure eighty percent (80%) ground 

coverage occurs within three (3) years. 

 

 

3. Hardscape (paving material) shall be 

utilized to designate public spaces. Permitted 

materials include unit masonry, scored and 

colored concrete, grasscrete, or combinations 

of the above. 

 

 

4. Outdoor storage areas shall be screened 

from view from adjacent public rights of 

way. Loading facilities shall be screened and 

buffered when adjacent to residentially 

zoned land and any public street. 

 

5. Landscaping design shall include a variety 

of deciduous and/or evergreen trees, and 

shrubs and flowering plant species well 

adapted to the local climate. 

 
 

1. Partial 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Incomplete 

 

 
 
 

3. Incomplete 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Incomplete 

 
 
 
 
 

5. Incomplete 

 

 
 

1. 100 S frontage requires approximately 6 trees; only 

3 shown. 300 W frontage requires approximately 

10 trees; only 6 shown. Mid-block street and hotel 

access may prevent additional trees. No existing 

trees on either 100 S or 300 W. City Forester 

review needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Urban condition where hardscape may be more 

appropriate. Additional planting areas may be 

required. 

 

 

3. Hardscape material unknown. Project needs to 

comply with Downtown Paving Pattern standards 

for the public sidewalks. More information needed. 

 

 

 

4. Loading area interior to buildings. Screening 

method unknown. Door? Garage/loading access 

should be setback/recessed from the primary 

building wall. More information needed. 

 

5. Narrative indicates that plant materials include 

water-wise trees, shrubs, ornamental grasses, and 

flowering perennials of which a minimum of 80% 

of all proposed plant materials shall be selected 

from Salt Lake City’s list of water-wise plant list. 

Specific plant selections unknown. Plants must 

also be grouped according to irrigation zones based 

on water needs. More information needed. 

 

K. The following additional standards shall apply to any large scale developments with a gross floor area exceeding sixty thousand 

(60,000) square feet: 

1. The orientation and scale of the 

development shall conform to the following 

requirements: 

a. Large building masses shall be divided 

into heights and sizes that relate to human 

scale by incorporating changes in building 

mass or direction, sheltering roofs, a 

distinct pattern of divisions on surfaces, 

windows, trees, and small scale lighting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. No new buildings or contiguous groups 

of buildings shall exceed a combined 

 

 

 

a. Partial/Incomplete 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Complies 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Block A Residential Building is successfully 

divided into separate masses that relate to human 

scale and includes sheltering roofs on the 300 W 

and mid-block street sides. 100 S elevation is less 

successful; more information needed. 

 

Block B Hotel Building is more blocky 

in its massing though it does include 

some sheltering roofs and arcade for 

hotel entrance. Window patterning on 

upper stories of front/300 W massing is 

purposefully random. 

 

No lighting information provided. 

 
b. Buildings do not exceed a contiguous building 

length of 300 ft. 
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contiguous building length of three 

hundred feet (300'). 

2. Public spaces shall be provided as follows: 

a. One square foot of plaza, park, or public 

space shall be required for every ten (10) 

square feet of gross building floor area. 

b. Plazas or public spaces shall incorporate 

at least three (3) of the five (5) following 

elements: 

(1) Sitting space of at least one sitting 

space for each two hundred fifty (250) 

square feet shall be included in the 

plaza. Seating shall be a minimum of 

sixteen inches (16") in height and thirty 

inches (30") in width. Ledge benches 

shall have a minimum depth of thirty 

inches (30"); 

(2) A mixture of areas that provide 

shade; 

(3) Trees in proportion to the space at a 

minimum of one tree per eight hundred 

(800) square feet, at least two inch (2") 

caliper when planted; 

(4) Water features or public art; and/or 

(5) Outdoor eating areas. 

Complies/ 

Not Applicable 

 

a. Plaza and mid-block street provide sufficient 

public space for this urban setting.  

(1) No sitting/bench information provided. 

(2) Trees included; species unknown; mature 

canopy size unknown. 

(3) Additional trees should be planted to provide 

the maximum amount of tree shade for 

interest, energy reduction, and to minimize 

urban heat island effect. 

(4) Water features included. More information 

needed. 

(5) Outdoor dining included in Block A 

Residential Building; café dining only for 

Block B Hotel.  

 
 

L. Any new development shall comply with the 

intent of the purpose statement of the zoning 

district and specific design regulations found 

within the zoning district in which the project is 

located as well as adopted master plan policies, the 

city's adopted "urban design element" and design 

guidelines governing the specific area of the 

proposed development. Where there is a conflict 

between the standards found in this section and 

other adopted plans and regulations, the more 

restrictive regulations shall control. 

Partial The project complies with the intent of the D-4 zoning 

district, Urban Design Element (1990), and Mid-block 

Walkway Design Guidelines. 

 

Ground level setback exceeds the 5 ft maximum required in 

the ordinance on Block A Residential and on Block B 

Hotel. 

 

 

 (Ord. 15-13, 2013) 
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21a.59.065:  Standards for Design Review for Height: In addition to standards provided in 
21A.59.060 (above), the following standards shall be applied to all applications to all applications for 
conditional building and site design review regarding height: 

 

Standard Finding Rationale 
A. The roofline contains architectural features that 

give it a distinctive form or skyline, or the rooftop is 

designed for purposes such as rooftop gardens, 

common space for building occupants or the public, 

viewing platforms, shading or daylighting structures, 

renewable energy systems, heliports, and other 

similar uses, and provided that such uses are not 

otherwise prohibited. 

 

Partial/Follow-up 

 

Block A Residential and Block B Hotel are both flat-

roof structures. They do not make distinctive 

contributions to the skyline. More information is 

needed on the proposed green roof/amenity spaces on 

Block A Residential. The west portion of Block B 

Hotel includes a rooftop bar and restaurant that 

provides some visual interest at the roofline, primarily 

at night. 

B. There is architectural detailing at the 

cornice level, when appropriate to the 

architectural style of the building. 

 

Incomplete 

 

Not enough information to complete review. 

C. Lighting highlights the architectural detailing of 

the entire building but shall not exceed the maximum 

lighting standards as further described elsewhere in 

this title. 

Incomplete No lighting package submitted or design intent 

articulated. 
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ATTACHMENT B: Planned Development Standards 

 

21a.55.050:  Standards for Planned Developments: The planning commission may approve, 
approve with conditions, or deny a planned development based upon written findings of fact according to 
each of the following standards. It is the responsibility of the applicant to provide written and graphic 
evidence demonstrating compliance with the following standards:: 

Standard Finding Rationale 
A. Planned Development Objectives: The planned 

development shall meet the purpose statement for 

a planned development (section 21A.55.010 of this 

chapter) and will achieve at least one of the 

objectives stated in said section: 

A. Combination and coordination of 

architectural styles, building forms, building 

materials, and building relationships; 

 

B. Preservation and enhancement of 

desirable site characteristics such as natural 

topography, vegetation and geologic features, 

and the prevention of soil erosion; 

 

C. Preservation of buildings which are 

architecturally or historically significant or 

contribute to the character of the city; 

 

D. Use of design, landscape, or architectural 

features to create a pleasing environment; 

 

E. Inclusion of special development amenities 

that are in the interest of the general public; 

 

F. Elimination of blighted structures or 

incompatible uses through redevelopment or 

rehabilitation; 

 

G. Inclusion of affordable housing with 

market rate housing; or 

 

H. Utilization of "green" building techniques 

in development.  

 

Incomplete Applicant did not indicate which objective(s) they seek 

to achieve. Could be A, D, E, or possibly F.  

B. Master Plan And Zoning Ordinance 

Compliance: The proposed planned 

development shall be: 

1. Consistent with any adopted 

policy set forth in the citywide, 

community, and/or small area 

master plan and future land use 

map applicable to the site where the 

planned development will be 

located, and 

2. Allowed by the zone where the 

planned development will be 

located or by another applicable 

provision of this title. 

 

Complies/ 

Incomplete 

1. Project provides a mid-block street 

(walkway), which fulfills Downtown 

Community Plan goals. However, more 

design detail information is needed to verify 

that the mid-block walkway design follows 

the design guidelines. 

2. The uses are allowed. 

http://www.sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/?ft=3&find=21A.55.010
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C. Compatibility: The proposed planned 

development shall be compatible with the 

character of the site, adjacent properties, and 

existing development within the vicinity of the site 

where the use will be located. In determining 

compatibility, the planning commission shall 

consider: 

1. Whether the street or other adjacent 

street/access/means of access to the site 

provide the necessary ingress/egress without 

materially degrading the service level on 

such street/access or any  

2. Whether the planned development and its 

location will create unusual pedestrian or 

vehicle traffic patterns or volumes that 

would not be expected, based on: 

a. Orientation of driveways and whether 

they direct traffic to major or local 

streets, and, if directed to local streets, 

the impact on the safety, purpose, and 

character of these streets; 

b. Parking area locations and size, and 

whether parking plans are likely to 

encourage street side parking for the 

planned development which will 

adversely impact the reasonable use of 

adjacent property; 

c. Hours of peak traffic to the proposed 

planned development and whether such 

traffic will unreasonably impair the use 

and enjoyment of adjacent property. 

3. Whether the internal circulation system of 

the proposed planned development will be 

designed to mitigate adverse impacts on 

adjacent property from motorized, 

nonmotorized, and pedestrian traffic; 

4. Whether existing or proposed utility and 

public services will be adequate to support 

the proposed planned development at normal 

service levels and will be designed in a 

manner to avoid adverse impacts on adjacent 

land uses, public services, and utility 

resources; 

5. Whether appropriate buffering or other 

mitigation measures, such as, but not limited 

to, landscaping, setbacks, building location, 

sound attenuation, odor control, will be 

provided to protect adjacent land uses from 

excessive light, noise, odor and visual impacts 

and other unusual disturbances from trash 

collection, deliveries, and mechanical 

equipment resulting from the proposed 

planned development; and 

6. Whether the intensity, size, and scale of 

the proposed planned development is 

Complies/In 

process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Transportation review needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Transportation review needed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Transportation review needed. 

 
 

 

 

 

4. Public Utilities and Public Services review 

needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Sign package needed. Specific concerns 

about LED screening on side of hotel 

building and use of the screen for off-premise 

advertising and visual impacts on 

neighboring properties.  
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compatible with adjacent properties. 

 

If a proposed conditional use will result in 

new construction or substantial remodeling 

of a commercial or mixed used development, 

the design of the premises where the use will 

be located shall conform to the conditional 

building and site design review standards set 

forth in chapter 21A.59 of this title. 

 

6. Massing and scale addressed through 

PLNPCM2017-00448 Conditional Building 

and Site Design Review application. 

D. Landscaping: Existing mature vegetation on a 

given parcel for development shall be maintained. 

Additional or new landscaping shall be 

appropriate for the scale of the development, and 

shall primarily consist of drought tolerant 

species; 

Complies/ 

Partial 

No existing landscaping. Additional trees and planting 

may be required. 

E. Preservation: The proposed planned 

development shall preserve any 

historical, architectural, and 

environmental features of the property; 

Complies No historic or other features exist on the property. The 

parking lot (approximately 115 S 300 W) and adjacent 

properties on 100 S were part of historic Japantown of 

which only the Buddhist Temple and Japanese Church 

of Christ remain. 

F. Compliance With Other Applicable 

Regulations: The proposed planned 

development shall comply with any 

other applicable code or ordinance 

requirement. 

Complies See other linked applications. 
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ATTACHMENT C: Downtown Secondary Central Business District (D-4) Zoning Standards 
 

21A.30.045: D-4 DOWNTOWN SECONDARY CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT:  
 

A. Purpose Statement: The purpose of the D-4 secondary central business district is to foster an 
environment consistent with the area's function as a housing, entertainment, cultural, convention, 
business, and retail section of the city that supports the central business district. Development is 
intended to support the regional venues in the district, such as the Salt Palace Convention 
Center, and to be less intense than in the central business district. This district is appropriate in 
areas where supported by applicable master plans. The standards are intended to achieve 
established objectives for urban and historic design, pedestrian amenities, and land use control, 
particularly in relation to retail commercial uses. 

 

B. Uses: Uses in the D-4 secondary central business district as specified in section 21A.33.050, 
"Table Of Permitted And Conditional Uses For Downtown Districts", of this title, are permitted 
subject to the general provisions set forth in section 21A.30.010 of this chapter. In addition, all 
conditional uses in the D-4 district shall be subject to design evaluation and approval by the 
planning commission. 

 

C. D-4 District General Regulations: 

1. Minimum Lot Size: No minimum lot area or lot width is required. 

2. Yard Requirements: 

a. Front And Corner Side Yards: No minimum yards are required, however, no yard shall exceed five 
feet (5') except as authorized through the conditional building and site design review process. Such 
designs shall be subject to the requirements of chapter 21A.59 of this title. Where an entire block 
frontage is under one ownership, the setback for that block frontage shall not exceed twenty five feet 
(25'). Exceptions to this requirement may be authorized through the conditional building and site 
design review process subject to the requirements of chapter 21A.59 of this title. 

b. Interior Side And Rear Yards: None required. 

3. Restrictions On Parking Lots And Structures: An excessive influence of at or above ground parking 
lots and structures can negatively impact the urban design objectives of the D-4 district. To control 
such impacts, the following regulations shall apply to at or above ground parking facilities: 

a. Within block corner areas, structures shall be located behind principal buildings, or at least seventy 
five feet (75') from front and corner side lot lines. 

b. Within the mid block areas, parking structures shall be located behind principal buildings, or at least 
thirty feet (30') from front and corner side lot lines. A modification to this requirement may be granted 

http://www.sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/getBookData.php?ft=3&find=21A.33.050
http://www.sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/getBookData.php?ft=3&find=21A.30.010
http://www.sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/getBookData.php?chapter_id=49075#1172941
mailto:?subject=Salt%20Lake%20City%20Code%20Regulations&body=Below%20is%20a%20link%20to%20the%20City%20code%20which%20contains%20the%20information%20you%20requested.%0D%0Ahttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.sterlingcodifiers.com%2Fcodebook%2Findex.php%3Fbook_id%3D672%26chapter_id%3D49075%23s1172941
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as a conditional use, subject to conformance with the standards and procedures of chapter 21A.54 
of this title. Parking structures shall meet the following: 

(1) Retail goods/service establishments, offices and/or restaurants shall be provided on the first floor 
adjacent to the front or corner side lot line. The facades of such first floor shall be compatible and 
consistent with the associated retail or office portion of the building and other retail uses in the area. 

(2) Levels of parking above the first level facing the front or corner side lot line shall have floors/facades 
that are horizontal, not sloped. 

(3) Mid block surface parking lots shall have a fifteen foot (15') landscaped setback. 

c. Accessory parking structures built prior to the principal use, and commercial parking structures, shall 
be permitted as conditional uses with the approval of the planning commission pursuant to the 
provisions of chapter 21A.54 of this title. 

d. No special restrictions shall apply to belowground parking facilities. 

e. At grade (surface) parking facilities shall be set back behind the principal building and shall be set 
back at least seventy five feet (75') from front and corner side lot lines and landscaped in a way that 
minimizes visual impacts. 

4. Interior Plazas, Atriums And Galleries: Interior plazas, atriums and galleries shall be permitted 
throughout the D-4 secondary central business district. 

5. Location Of Service Areas: All loading docks, refuse disposal areas and other service activities shall 
be located on block interiors away from view of any public street. Exceptions to this requirement may 
be approved through the site plan review process when a permit applicant demonstrates that it is not 
feasible to accommodate these activities on the block interior. If such activities are permitted 
adjacent to a public street, a visual screening design approved by the zoning administrator shall be 
required. 

6. Landscape Requirements: All buildings constructed after April 12, 1995, shall conform to the special 
landscape requirements applicable to the D-4 secondary central business district as contained in 
chapter 21A.48 of this title. 

7. Maximum Building Height: No building shall exceed seventy five feet (75'). Buildings taller than 
seventy five feet (75') but less than one hundred twenty feet (120') may be authorized through the 
conditional building and site design review process, subject to the requirements of chapter 21A.59 of 
this title. Additional height may be allowed as specified below: 

a. Additional Permitted Height Location: Additional height greater than one hundred twenty feet (120') 
but not more than three hundred seventy five feet (375') in height is permitted in the area bounded 
by the centerlines of South Temple, West Temple, 200 South, and 200 West Streets. 

(1) Conditional Height: Buildings may exceed the one hundred twenty foot (120') height limit to a 
maximum height of three hundred seventy five feet (375'), provided they conform to the standards 
and procedures outlined in the conditional building and site design review process of chapter 21A.59 
of this title and the following requirements: 
 
(A) Additional Setback: To minimize excessive building mass at higher elevations and preserve 
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scenic views, some or all of the building mass shall be subject to additional setback, as determined 
appropriate through the conditional building and site design review process. 
 
(B) Exception: The first fifty feet (50') of height shall not be set back from the street front more than 
five feet (5') except that setbacks greater than five feet (5') may be approved through the conditional 
building and site design review process. 
 
(C) Ground Floor Uses: See subsection 21A.37.050A and section 21A.37.060, table 21A.37.060, 
subsection D of this title for this requirement. 

8. Mid Block Walkways: As a part of the city's plan for the downtown area, it is intended that mid block 
walkways be provided to facilitate pedestrian movement within the area. To delineate the public 
need for such walkways, the city has formulated an official plan for their location and 
implementation, which is on file at the planning division office. All buildings constructed after the 
effective date hereof within the D-4 downtown district shall conform to this plan for mid block 
walkways. 

9. Mid Block Streets: Developments constructing mid block streets, either privately owned with a public 
easement or publicly dedicated, that are desired by an applicable master plan: 

a. May use a portion or all of the overhead and underground right of way of the new mid block street as 
part of their developable area irrespective of lot lines, subject to design review and approval of the 
planning commission. 

b. May increase the height of the building on the remaining abutting parcel, subject to the conditional 
building and site design review process in conformance with the standards and procedures of 
chapter 21A.59 of this title. (Ord. 12-17, 2017) 

  

http://www.sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/getBookData.php?ft=3&find=21A.37.050
http://www.sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/getBookData.php?ft=3&find=21A.37.060
http://www.sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/getBookData.php?ft=3&find=21A.37.060
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ATTACHMENT D: Original Development Plans 
 
Plans begin on the next page. 

 









































































































































 

Zoning Adjustment Narrative 

A zone amendment for parcel record #15012070260000, is being requested to change from D4 to D1. 

This city block of which the requested zone amendment is a part, is referenced as Block 67. The precise 

area is defined by the property description provided below and in the additional package included with 

the submission. The approximate area is illustrated below: 

 

This area is adjacent to the Salt Palace Convention Center and proximate to the Vivint SmartHome 

Arena. While the convention center block is also D-4, there is ordinance language that allows for 

building height up to 375’. As the areas around this parcel infill and develop, there is a necessity for 

more urban density and building height.  

This zone amendment will promote additional activation by providing rooftops, hospitality, residential 

and office space to an area that suffers from being at the “back” of the convention center layout. The 

convention center loading area and back of house programmatic functions are facing these parcels and 
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wrap the entire block on 2 sides, creating a physical and visual barrier between Block 67 and other 

points downtown. The additional building height and density for the area requested will allow this block 

to overcome this constraint and to serve a transition piece to the rest of downtown. This block has the 

potential to create synergy with the arena, the gateway and a bridge to downtown. 

Legal Description for current recorded lot configuration:  

BEG SE COR LOT 1, BLK 67, PLAT A, SLC, SUR; N 396 FT; W 247.5 FT; N 16.5 FT; W 82.5 FT; N 82.5 FT; W 

132 FT; S 280.5FT; W 33 FT; S 49.5 FT; W 33 FT; S 165 FT; E 528 FT TO BEG. 5445-2461 5649-2887 6101-

2053 

Legal description for proposed lot line adjustment:  

Beginning at the Southeast Corner of Block 67, Plat “A”, Salt Lake City Survey, thence North 89°54’02” 

West 283.86 feet coincident with the south line of said Block 67; Thence North 00°04’50” East 38.59 

feet; Thence North 10°46’51” West 238.70 feet; Thence North 24°45’15” West 70.00 feet; Thence North 

10°48’36” West 77.60 feet; Thence South 89°55’13” East 125.53 feet; Thence South 00°04’50” West 

16.51 feet; Thence South 89°55’13” East 247.57 feet to a point on the east line of said Block 67; Thence 

South 00°06’35” West 396.33 feet coincident with said east line to the point of beginning.  
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ATTACHMENT E: Public Comments 
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